
29.08.2020 

Foundation Home Practise: Class No2 

1. Continue with the home practice of last week. 

2. Choose 4 random photos of people and try to sense the following: 

a. What is the general feeling arising while allowing yourself to be affected by the photo? 
b. Connecting to specific parts in their body: Heart chakra, Head energy, left and right knee and left and right of the whole body. Try to sense 
the specific impression perceived from each part and the difference between the sides. 
c. Please arrange in a table (if possible) with the photos and email me. 

 

Student Work: 

Pictures taken from Humans of New York project 

 

    
General Creative, a bit of a dark side, social and 

outgoing but blocked off. My initial 
reaction was to like the picture and think 
the person looked pleasant, but upon 
tuning into it something just feels off 

Sweet, light, a bit sad Sad, but also loving.  
 

balanced, calculated 

Head Feels constricted, almost pulling 
downwards 

Analytical, very smart Feels foggy, heavy, maybe blocked balanced. Aware, clear, sharp, 
focused 

Heart Feels open but sad Heavy, sad. Also nurturing and giving, 
overextending 

open and radiating beyond the body balanced, focused. Open but not 
overextended 

Left Knee Loose and fluid Thick, swollen, inflamed A small red dot under the kneecap, 
ankle is missing, but left foot looks 
like a large animal paw?? 

nothing to note 

Right 
Knee 

More rigid, almost angry Right leg and knee thin, scrawny, 
underdeveloped 

Constricted, blocking flow a bit rigid 

Left Body Loose and fluid, except for from the neck 
up 

Left upper body feels like a hole, it’s 
missing 

glowing, warm feels a bit rigid, but aligned 

Right 
Body 

Feels mechanical, looks robotic to me Nothing to note aside from the thin leg. a darkness/hollowness from under 
shoulder until hip 

right upper body has a fluid feel to it 

 


